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we are the global travellers’ best mate with our innovative designs and unrivalled anti-theft technology. we offer 
functional travel gear you can rely on. we have your back and inspire people to travel more and have fun.  

At the heart of every Pacsafe® product is one clear purpose - to keep travellers one step ahead 

of the game by helping to keep their gear secure from opportunistic thieves. We give travellers 

the peace of mind they need to get on and get out there on the road less travelled.

We like to see ourselves as their best travel mate or buddy - we’ve got you (and your gear) 

covered so that you can get out there and enjoy the journey. 

We want travellers to create an album packed full of rich memories and stories that they’ll be 

telling friends in years to come. And as travellers at heart, whether they’ve been on Safari in 

South Africa, backpacking in the Golden Triangle or enjoying that cruise of a lifetime, we want 

to be part of that experience with them.

Let’s face it, nobody like getting ripped off. We hate it and it’s not just ‘part of the experience’. 

Having your gear stolen when travelling effects your personal security. Ever been stuck in a 

foreign country without any money or a passport? We have, and trust us fun isn’t a word that 

springs to mind. That’s why we’re dedicated to creating innovative ways to help keep your 

gear secure.

Our heritage is anchored in delivering innovative travel products that integrate unique, award-

winning anti-theft technology. And while we stay true to our core, that ‘no one deserves to 

get ripped off’, we continue to evolve both our technology and designs. So not only are our 

products engineered and tested to thwart thieves and stand up to the rigours of travel, they’re 

simple and stylish enough for everyday use. So, whether you’re travelling to and from work, 

relaxing with your feet up on a white, sandy beach (Mojito in hand), touring Cairo’s Grand 

Pyramids or visiting relatives in London, there’s a Pacsafe® for everyone and every situation.

smart travel gear

By outsmarting the threats they face, we hope to protect and raise awareness of this intrepid, adventurous and majestic creature!

* Image courtesy of Ben Hicks 

We haven’t forgotten our roots. Initially inspired by the sea turtle and its independent global wanderings, we believe in sustainability and supporting a world with healthy oceans and coastlines 

where all marine turtles, can travel and flourish in a safe environment. 

The Pacsafe® Turtle Fund will donate grants annually to projects around the world that conserve the most endangered turtle species on the IUCN (International Union for Conservation of Nature) 

red list, such as the leatherback, loggerhead, green and hawksbill turtles.

This year’s first project will support, in conjunction with the EOCA (European Outdoor Conservation Association), The Latin American Sea Turtle Initiative (LAST) in Costa Rica.

LAST is known for their comprehensive community-based programmes and tireless work, and the conservation site on Pacuare Beach is an important nesting site for Leatherback and Green 

turtles, and occasionally rare Hawksbill turtles, and is the fourth most important nesting area for the Atlantic Leatherback turtle population worldwide!

 This year’s project will:

during nesting, tag females and stay one step ahead of poachers.

contents 
® anti-theft advantage

TM Z urban bags series

TM series

TM LS luggage series

TM GII day packs and bags

TM hip pack

TM CS womens series

TM LS womens series

TM CS womens series
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At the heart of every innovative Pacsafe® product is one 
clear purpose. To watch your back while you travel, so 
you can focus on having fun and doing more. We keep 
you one step ahead of the game by helping to keep 
your gear secure from opportunistic thieves.

pacsafe® anti-theft advantage
We have developed a wide range of innovative, functional devices, methods and unique 
systems that put you in control. Designed for travellers, by travellers. Engineered and tested 
to stand up to the rigours of real adventure travel, and yet simple enough for everyday use.

Over the years, we’ve continued to push our technology and invented a range of smart 
anti-theft devices that create additional barriers for thieves. Our unique award winning 
anti-theft technology is recognised and patented globally, specifically designed to be 
lightweight, discreet and easy to use, yet difficult for an opportunistic thief to overcome

Get to know the anti-theft features>>>
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360° eXomesh® 
locking system
Our patented, flexible, stainless steel wire 
mesh comes in two forms. It can either be 
thrown externally over backpacks and bags, 
or it’s laminated between the fabric to form a 
stealth-like portable safe. Both can be locked 
closed to form a 360° slash resistant protective 
cell which locks to a secure fixture.

eXomesh® 
slashguards
Bag slashers target outside fabric panels of bags 
(front, bottom or side), which cause valuables 
to fall out and into the palm of their hands. 
Our lightweight slashguards are built into (and 
concealed) in the most vulnerable areas of the 
bag, helping to protect your gear from a quick 
slash-and-run theft. Our eXomesh® protection 
in our luggage extends the full length of 
the bag helping to protect your gear from 
opportunistic theft or if it’s snagged in transit.

RFIDsafe™ blocking 
pockets & material    
Most passports and credit cards contain a RFID 
micro-chip, which contains all your personal, 
sensitive information. Identity thieves are able 
to access this information from up to 10ft 
away with the help of an RFID reader. Our 
award-winning RFIDsafe™ blocking material 
helps to prevent your data from falling into 
the wrong hands by blocking out virtually all 
transmissions between 10 MHz - 3 GHz, which 
covers the radio frequency used in most 
e-passports and credit cards.

Puncture resistant 
ToughZip 
Our puncture resistant ToughZip helps prevent 
pickpocket pilfering and forced entry with a 
ballpoint pen or similar sharp object. It even 
helps to prevent unwanted items (such as 
contraband) being unknowingly put inside 
your luggage.

Carrysafe® 
slashguard straps
Flexible, lightweight, stainless steel wire is 
integrated into our adjustable Carrysafe® straps 
making it invisible to the eye, yet very effective 
at helping to prevent bag slashers from slicing 
through and running off with your gear.

Slashguard anchor 
strap 
The slashguard anchor strap is fixed to this bag 
and tucked away in its own special pocket. 
When pulled out and engaged it can be used 
to attach to a secure fixture. Don’t worry it’s 
reinforced with stainless steel wire so that it 
can’t be easily cut by a thief.

Roobar™ anti-theft 
anchor lock
Help prevent pickpockets and bag snatchers 
by locking down zippers, slashguard anchor 
straps, locking cables and / or attach your bag 
to a secure fixture with the Roobar™ anti-theft 
anchor lock. The Roobar™ also allows multiple 
compartments to be locked together with a 
single padlock.

Stainless steel 
locking cable
Lightweight, stainless steel locking cables lets 
you lock your bag to a secure fixture to help 
prevent thieves from running off with your 
bag.

Turn & lock security 
hooks
These small smart devices pack a whole lot of 
intelligence. The hook unfastens so that you 
can attach your bag to a secure fixture. What’s 
more, the smart hook has a special turning 
mechanism which actually locks the hook in 
to place making it harder for a bag snatcher to 
make an easy getaway.

Smart zipper security
Zipper pullers can be attached to discreet 
security hooks or placed under and through 
a hypalon tab to help prevent pickpockets 
reaching into your bag.

Interlocking zip 
pullers   
Interlocking zip pullers ingeniously slide on 
top of one another and interconnect making 
it harder for pickpockets to unzip your bag and 
whip out your valuables. When engaged with 
the Roobar™ even the most seasoned thieves 
will be left scratching their heads on how to 
unlock your bag.

Dual release security 
buckles
This smart buckle has a dual release button in 
order to open and close it. This new opening 
method confuses the unsuspecting thief who 
won’t waste time trying to unfasten it. It also 
allows you to attach your bag to a secure 
fixture, be it the leg of a table or around a 
palm at a beach adding a further deterrent to 
opportunistic thieves.
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14:46

explore
commute

hustle
hangout

urban

As we take on the concrete jungle, we’re 
constantly on the move and connected. From 
the daily commute and power lunches with 
colleagues, to dinner & drinks on the town 
and business trips away, there’s no escaping 
the expensive gadgets and sensitive, personal 
and corporate information we carry on us 
everyday. Yet, for all the bright lights and 
buzz of the city, there’s also an unfortunate 
underbelly of opportunistic thieves who are 
more than happy to help themselves to your 
gear. With that in mind, each of our Urban 
bags, briefs and packs are designed to not only 
be your essential daily companion, they’re 
also designed to protect your assets from 
shady characters looking to lighten your load 
and your bank account.

gdansk - poland
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travel
out
loud

12:22
stockholm - sweden
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series features

pocket and organisation for phones and 

anti-theft features
® slashguards 

® slashguard strap 

™ anti-theft anchor lock 

™

style overview

The urban Intasafe™ Z series is the quintessential travel 
bag about town. Designed for the modern, mobile and 
connected traveller it will help you navigate your way 
through the concrete jungle and beyond. The Intasafe™ Z 
is slick, rugged and comes equipped with lux, quilted, 
padded, internal organisation to keep everything you 
need, exactly where you need it.  Built-in anti-theft 
features such as the Roobar™ anti-theft anchor lock allows 
you to lock your gear to a secure fixture, the RFIDsafe™ 
pocket protects personal information on your bank & 
credit cards and eXomesh® slashguards discreetly work to 
protect your must-have, state-of-the-art electronics from 
potential street smart city bag slashers. 

14:36
london - england

intasafe™

Z series

Patented in: Europe (EPO), France, Germany, Ireland, 
Italy, Netherlands, Switzerland, UK and Denmark 
EP1688059. Additional patents pending.

cross body pack 

compact travel bag 

guide bag

tote bag 

shoulder bag 

backpack 

weekender duffel 

Charcoal Slate Green
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intasafe™ Z200 
compact travel bag 
#25120

intasafe™ Z100 
cross body pack 
#25100

unique features 
®

Charcoal Slate Green

Charcoal Slate Green

unique features 
®

14:36
nyc - usa
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intasafe™ Z250
guide bag
#25130

unique features 
®

travel tip # 33 

break out of your 
comfort zone 

17

travel tip # 02

get lost, 
on purpose

intasafe™ Z300 
tote bag 
#25140

unique features 
®

®

Charcoal Slate Green

Charcoal Slate Green
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intasafe™ Z400 
shoulder bag 
#25160

unique features 
® sleeve

®

Charcoal Slate Green

intasafe™ Z500 
backpack 
#25180

unique features 

compartment
®

®

Charcoal Slate Green
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intasafe™ Z600 
weekender duffel 
#25200

21212122121211

unique features

® slashguards (front pockets only)

18:21
berlin - germany

Charcoal Slate Green

so you
can 
make 
friends
you’ve
never 
met
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Z-28 
urban backpack 
#25220

anti-theft features
® locking system

unique features

® and iPad®

compatible sleeve

Charcoal

13:36
atlanta - u.s.a.

Patented in: Australia 695896; Europe (EPO), Germany, Ireland, Netherlands 
and UK EP878143; Germany DE69803812.6; USA 6026662 & 6244081.

For the young, street smart, upwardly mobile urbanite 
who wants to be seen but not seen to be trying. Searching 
to make his mark in an overcomplicated world he finds 
reassurance in going back to his roots. Simple understated 
styling injected with a dose of laissez faire edginess. The 
Z-28 answers his call with a tough outer canvas fabric 
that masks an even tougher, slashproof eXomesh® cage 
system. The patented mesh weave imprint and retro old 
school touchpoints call back to Pacsafe’s unique heritage.

Z-28
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14:03
london - england

Patented in: Australia 695896 & 2007203375; Europe (EPO), Netherlands and UK EP878143 
& EP1941812; France EP1941812; Germany DE69803812.6 / EP878143 & EP1941812 / 
DE6020070138620; Ireland EP878143; USA 6026662 & 6244081, 8267290 & 8365365. 

The multi-award winning Ultimatesafe™ is the “Fort Knox” 
of backpacks and highlights the premium of our patented, 
innovative anti-theft security features. Its camouflaged 
cage is so smart that thieves and slashers won’t even see 
the high-tensile stainless steel hidden in your backpack. 
Trust us, they’ll be in for a blunt surprise. The best thing 
about the Ultimatesafe™ is it contains a portable safe. 
So slip it out your backpack, lock up those valuables and 
anchor it to any secure fixture you can think of. The only 
thing you need to worry about is - remembering where 
you left it. 

ultimatesafe™

ultimatesafe™ 32L 
backpack #55120

ultimatesafe™ 22L travel backpack #55100

anti-theft features
®

series features

® and iPad®

tablet compatible sleeve

soft touch edge

webbing

unique features

series anti-theft 
features

® insert 

® slashguard strap

Iron

Iron

anti-theft features
®

unique features
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17:33

Whether you’re tired of the everyday routine, 
sick of being chained to that desk, have an itch 
to feel the sun on your face, or just want to take 
time out to see the family, everyone needs a 
break once in awhile. After all, it’s that time out 
that we all need to relax, recharge and rejuvenate 
that keeps life fresh, gives us a boost and puts 
that spring back into our step. So if you’re sipping 
Pina Coladas on the beach, sauntering down 
the Champs-Élysées, touring Bangkok’s Grand 
Palace, cruising around the Caribbean or simply 
heading back home for some much needed TLC, 
let Pacsafe’s leisure gear take some of that stress 
out of the journey by looking after your valuables 
while you look after what’s important – you.

amalfi - italy

enjoy
experience

discover
relax

leisure
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15:07
san obispo - usa

to travel
far and
travel
free

17:33

chiang mai - thailand
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06:13
bangkok - thailand

series features

pocket for internal organisation

construction

corner bumpers

panel to reduce wear points

(Toursafe LS-W only)

anti-theft features
® slashguards

Patented in: Europe (EPO), France, Germany, Ireland, 
Italy, Netherlands, Switzerland, UK and Denmark 
EP1688059. Additional patents pending.
 
LS-W additional patents: Australia 2007203375; Europe 
(EPO), France, Netherlands and UK EP1941812; 
Germany EP1941812 & DE6020070138620; USA 
8267290.

toursafe™ LS-W 

weekender bag

cabin trolley

wheeled carry-on 

wheeled upright 

wheeled upright

Black Jungle Green

style overview

Whether you’re escaping from the everyday, taking off 
to rejuvenate & recharge, or looking to spend time with 
the family & reconnect, the new Toursafe™ LS collection 
is your reliable, trustworthy travel partner. From the 
weekender bag right up to the 29” wheeled upright, each 
classic, understated piece in the LS series is designed to 
meet your travel needs and protect your valuables from 
luggage pilferers, bag snatchers and luggage slashers.

toursafe™

LS series

17:23

chiang mai - thailand
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toursafe™ LS15 
cabin trolley
#50240

toursafe™ LS21 
wheeled carry-on 
#50260

toursafe™ LS-W 
weekender bag
#50220 8:24

hulhule - maldives
Jungle GreenBlack

unique features
® 

unique features

iPad®

to luggage

unique features

Jungle GreenBlack

Jungle GreenBlack
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toursafe™ LS29 
wheeled upright
#50300

unique features

pockets

12:48
marrakesh - morocco

toursafe™ LS25
wheeled upright 
#50280

unique features

pockets

Jungle GreenBlack

Jungle GreenBlack
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11:36
antigua - guatemala

series features

organisation

anti-theft features
® slashguards 

® slashguard strap 

333737373737373737373737337337373373333373733733373373733737337373733737333373737337373373773333333333333

The Metrosafe™ GII series is an undisputed classic. This line 
brings together contemporary hardware and colours with 
clean, structured lines, sturdy material and built-in anti-theft 
technology including an innovative RFIDsafe™ blocking 
pocket for protection against identity thieves. It comes as 
no surprise really, that urbanites can’t get enough of the 
Metrosafe™ GII and seasoned travellers love it.

Patented in: Denmark, Europe (EPO), France, Germany, 
Italy, Ireland, Netherlands, Switzerland and UK 
EP1688059. Additional patents pending.
 
100, 200, 250, 275 & 300 additional patent: USA 8365365.
 
350 & 22L additional patents: Australia 2007203375; 
Europe (EPO), France, Netherlands and UK EP1941812; 
Germany EP1941812 & DE6020070138620; USA 8267290 
& 8365365.

metrosafe™ GII 
series

cross body sling bag 

shoulder bag 

shoulder bag 

tablet and laptop bag 

laptop bag 

day pack 

travel backpack

Black Jungle Green Midnight Blue

style overview

Tweed Grey 
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travel tip # 83  
wear pants 
that stay up 
without a 
belt.

metrosafe™ 125 GII 
cross body & hip 
pack #30140

metrosafe™ 150 GII 
cross body sling 
bag #30160

(including bag)

(including bag)

unique features 

pockets for cards, phone, and passport

across the body or around the waist

unique features 

pockets for cards, phone, and passport

across the body or around the waist

metrosafe™ 100 GII 
hip & shoulder bag
#30120

unique features 
key clip

to a waist belt

Jungle GreenBlack Midnight Blue

Black Tweed Grey

Jungle GreenBlack Midnight Blue
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metrosafe™ 250 GII
shoulder bag 
#30200

metrosafe™ 275 GII
tablet and laptop 
bag #30220

unique features 
®

unique features 
® ® compatible sleeve

10:26
dubrovnik - croatia

40

metrosafe™ 200 GII
shoulder bag 
#30180

unique features 
® sleeve

Jungle GreenBlack Midnight Blue Tweed Grey

Jungle GreenBlack Midnight Blue

Black Midnight Blue Tweed Grey
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unique features 

® compatible sleeve
®

43

metrosafe™ 300 GII
laptop bag 
#30240

(weight includes locking cable)

metrosafe™ 22L
travel backpack
#30265

metrosafe™ 350 GII
daypack 
#30260

unique features 
® ® 

compatible sleeve

unique features 
® ® compatible sleeve

travel tip # 366 
if anything learn to say 

hello and thank you 

in the language of the 

country you’re going.
Black

Black

Jungle GreenBlack
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16:09
brooklyn - usa

belt extender 
#30100

stashsafe™ 100 GII 
hip pack #30280

padlock  

fixture remember to remove your 

belt extender.

anti-theft features
® slashguards

® slashguard strap

series features

compartments

mesh backing

mini-ripstop

Black

Black

The Stashsafe™ GII series features a handy RFIDsafe™ 
blocking hip pack that smartly stashes away your bare 
essentials and keeps them safe from nimble-fingered 
pickpockets, identity thieves and quick-on-their-feet bag 
snatchers. The thoughtfully included padlock and smart 
zipper security means you don’t need to keep it strapped 

like the leg of a chair in a Parisian cafe.

stashsafe™ 
GII series

Patented in: Europe (EPO), France, Germany, Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, 
Switzerland, UK and Denmark EP1688059. Additional patents pending.
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To Travel far and Travel free

44444444444446464644444444464644444444464444444444464444444644446444444444444444444444446

15:19
vigan - philippines

flirt 
with the
unfamiliar

feast 
on the 
unknown 
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series features
for phone and other small items

compartment

anti-theft features
®

® slashguard strap 

4444444444944444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444

Whether you’re taking in some sun in Sri-Lanka, shopping 
the night markets of Hong Kong or enjoying a river cruise 
down the Nile, the Citysafe™ CS collection is a classic, 
every day range that offers a bag for any travel or city 

offers superb organisation and durability. Discreet built-
in anti-theft features such as, eXomesh® slashguards, 
Carrysafe® slashguard straps, an RFIDsafe™ blocking 
pocket and Smart zipper security offer peace of mind 
while out and about and lets you focus on enjoying the 
day and task at hand. 

11:13
buenos aires - argentinaCitysafe CS

Patented in: Europe (EPO), France, Germany, Ireland, 
Italy, Netherlands, Switzerland, UK and Denmark 
EP1688059; USA 8365365. Additional patents pending.

citysafe™ 
CS seriescross body purse 

cross body travel bag 

travel handbag 

cross body shoulder bag 

shoulder bag 

handbag 

travel tote 

style overview

Cranberry AlmondBlack
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citysafe™  CS75 
cross body travel 
bag #20205

50

citysafe™  CS50
cross body purse 
#20200

unique features

compatible sleeve 

unique features

compatible sleeve

(weight includes locking cable)

citysafe™ CS100
travel handbag 
#20210

unique features
®

sleeve

travel tip # 101 

always pack 
two days worth 
of underwear in 
your carry on!

CranberryBlack Almond

CranberryBlack Almond

CranberryBlack Almond
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citysafe™ CS150
cross body shoulder 
bag #20215

unique features
®

citysafe™ CS175 
shoulder bag
#20220

unique features
® compatible sleeve         

CranberryBlack Almond

CranberryBlack Almond

15:38
sydney - australia
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3

citysafe™ CS200
handbag #20225

unique features
® compatible sleeve

18:15
florence - italy

CranberryBlack Almond

citysafe™ CS400 
travel tote #20235

unique features
® compatible sleeve

padded shoulder pad 

CranberryBlack Almond
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18:07
jodhpur - India

series features

for phone and other small items

jewellery pocket in main compartment

anti-theft features
®

® slashguard strap 

‘The new Citysafe™ LS is a casual, every day bag collection 
available in eight timeless silhouettes. Designed with a 
woman’s must-haves in mind, each style offers versatility 
and organisation to take her from day to night and back 
again. Whether she’s wandering around the cobbled streets 

heading out for a the day, the Citysafe™ LS is the go-to-bag 
for the woman on-the-go. Soft, durable fabrics combined 
with attractive hardware & details disguise built-in, anti-theft 
features such as slash-resistant straps, eXomesh® slashguards, 
a cleverly concealed jewellery pocket, RFID-blocking pockets, 
and smart zipper security to help protect every-day essentials 
from would-be thieves. 

citysafe™ 

LS series

Patented in: Europe (EPO), France, Germany, Ireland, 
Italy, Netherlands, Switzerland, UK and Denmark 
EP1688059; USA 8365365. Additional patents pending.

cross body purse 

cross body travel bag 

travel handbag 

cross body shoulder bag 

handbag 

touring tote 

backpack 

travel tote

11:07
cape town - south africa

style overview

Apricot RosemaryBlack
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citysafe™  LS75 
cross body travel 
bag #20305

citysafe™  LS100
travel handbag 
#20310

unique features
®

compatible sleeve

unique features
tablet 

compatible sleeve 

(weight includes locking cable)

citysafe™ LS50
cross body purse 
#20300

unique features

sleeve 

travel tip # 261 

toilet paper 
is never a 
certainty. 
pack tissues. 

ApricotBlack Rosemary

ApricotBlack Rosemary

ApricotBlack Rosemary
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(weight includes locking cable)

citysafe™ LS250
touring tote 
#20325

unique features
® compatible sleeve

travel tip # 792 

always pack a 
sarong. it is the 
most versatile 
item you’ll carry. 

citysafe™  LS200 
handbag 
#20320

citysafe™  LS150
cross body shoulder 
bag #20315

unique features
® compatible 

sleeve

unique features
® compatible sleeve

ApricotBlack Rosemary

ApricotBlack Rosemary

ApricotBlack Rosemary
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citysafe™ LS300
backpack 
#20330

citysafe™ LS400 
travel tote
#20350

unique features

removable shoulder pad 

06:48
ambergris caye - belize

unique features
® compatible sleeve

ApricotBlack Rosemary

ApricotBlack Rosemary
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Designed for the young and the young at heart, the 
Slingsafe™ GII series is as slim, as it is fun, sporty and 
light. You’ll fall in love with this fresh, durable yet smooth, 
origami-inspired collection. Each bag sits effortlessly 
against the body and the printed fabric lining adds 
a fun, sassy dimension to this contemporary series. 
Pacsafe’s slash resistant straps, eXomesh® slashguards and 
RFIDsafe™ blocking pocket gives you an extra sense of 
security while you’re out travelling it up in style.

10:13
gili - indonesia

Patented in: Europe (EPO), France, Germany, Ireland, 
Italy, Netherlands, Switzerland, UK and Denmark 
EP1688059; USA 8365365. Additional patents pending.
 
300 additional patents: Australia 2007203375; Europe 
(EPO), France, Netherlands and UK EP1941812; 
Germany EP1941812 & DE6020070138620; USA 
8267290 & 8365365.

slingsafe™ 
series

shoulder bag 

cross body shoulder bag 

handbag 

backpack

style overview

series features

Nylon

anti-theft features
® slashguards 

® slashguard strap 

CypressBlack 65
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slingsafe™  100 GII 
shoulder bag 
#45120

slingsafe™  75 GII
sling purse & hip 
pouch #45100

unique features

unique features

(weight includes locking cable)

slingsafe™ 200 GII
cross body 
shoulder bag 
#45140

unique features
®

sleeve

travel tip # 33 

if you want to 
try the local 
street food, 
follow the 
locals. 

CypressBlack

CypressBlack

CypressBlack
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slingsafe™ 250 GII
handbag #45160

unique features
TM 

19:54
kefalonia - greece

slingsafe™ 300 GII
backpack
#45180

unique features
® ® 

compatible

CypressBlack

CypressBlack

travel tip # 61 

a good taxi driver 
will give you 
the best insight 
to any city.
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we are proud to be recognised by the following awards

we are proud members of

colour swatches notes

feature icons

Black CranberryAlmondSlate Green Midnight BlueCypressCharcoal IronJungle GreenTweed Grey Apricot Rosemary
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APAC

Shek Tong Tsui

apacinfo@pacsafe.com

EMEA

77736 Zell a.H.
Germany

emeainfo@pacsafe.com

North America 

usinfo@pacsafe.com

China 

cninfo@pacsafe.com

® ®, Camsafe®, Carrysafe®, Prosafe®, Travelsafe® ® 
®

or obligation on the part of Pacsafe nor shall it engage Pacsafe’s liability.

iPad®, iPad miniTM and MacBook® ® ® ® is a trademark of TravelSentry Inc.

For more information or to locate your nearest distributor, visit pacsafe.com or contact your nearest Pacsafe office. 


